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M A S T E R C R A F T.  2 0 1 9 .  U N R E A L



THE NEW YEAR LOOKS UNREAL:
Two bold new X Series models. Two states. Four cities. 7850 pounds of ballast.  

Pros. Families. Colossal wakes and endless waves. Unforeseen levels of quality,  

comfort and performance. 

PROGRESSION NEVER SLEEPS—SO NEITHER DO WE. 
LET’S PUSH THINGS FORWARD.
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The X Series is where refinement and sophistication meet performance and power. When you get 

into an X Series boat you’re getting the best of the best, regardless of size category. Each one 

is sport tuned, fully automated, highly customizable and optioned to the max. It’s all premium, 

everything from stem to stern.

X SERIES
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Length  22’ 4” / 6.81 M   

Width Amidship  102” / 2.59 M   

Interior Width  86.5” / 2.20 M   

Boat Weight  5500 Lbs / 2495 Kg   

Fuel Capacity  68.5 Gal / 259 L    

Seating  16 People   

Weight Capacity  2250 Lbs / 1021 Kg   

Draft  30” / .76 M   

Storage  92 Ft3 / 2.6 M3   

Hull  Vector Drive

Exterior Color  Calypso Green Flake, White

Interior Color  Calypso Green, White

MASSIVE SURF WAVE,
HEAVY HITTING WAKES

X22
ALL WAVES, ALL WAYS
Made with the grand ambition to cut out compromise, the new X22 comes correct. At 22 feet, it’s small enough to 

be highly agile but with an open pickle fork bow and smart layout, there’s plenty of seating to bring a strong crew—

and all of the creature comforts you expect in the X Series. With a stunning 3550 pounds of ballast and the new 

intelligent Switchback Ballast Tank, you can go heavy and hard or slow and low to make a wave or a wake for every 

skill level. Add in the optional FastFill Pumps to get the good times rolling in under four minutes. Load up 15 of your 

family and friends, bring the boards and get ready to set summer on fire. 



1. STORAGE THROUGHOUT
Find effortlessly accessible and fully carpeted underseat 

storage throughout the boat. Keep the decks clear and  

your gear dry.

2. SPACIOUS LOUNGE
Wrap yourself in refinement when you step into the X22’s 

spacious lounge. It’s intelligently designed to maximize the 

space so you can bring your whole crew in comfort.

3. HEATED STORAGE
Keep your most used gear dry, warm and ready to go in the 

new and always easy-to-access heated storage area at the 

top of the sundeck.

4. AFT-FACING SEATS
The X22 unlocks and opens new points of view with 

convertible rear seating and two rear-facing sundeck seats.

OPTIMIZED AT EVERY INCH
Every detail in the X22 is carefully designed to be as premium as it is 

useful. It took 50 years of building boats to get to this level of fit, finish 

and fun—so hop in, because here we are.
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Length  24’ 2” / 7.37 M   

Width Amidship  102” / 2.59 M   

Interior Width  87” / 2.21 M   

Boat Weight  6100 Lbs / 2767 Kg   

Fuel Capacity  85 Gal / 322 L    

Seating  18 People   

Weight Capacity  2550 Lbs/ 1157 Kg   

Draft  30” / .76 M   

Storage  106 Ft3 / 3.0 M3   

Hull  Vector Drive

Exterior Color  Kahuna Blue Flake, White

Interior Color  Coconut Brown

UNPARALLELED SURF,
HUGE WAKES

X24
THE NEW SOUL OF SURF
Welcome to the new wave. Born in the lab and made to get rad, this is the X24. It was designed from day one to 

live squarely in that sweet spot where science meets soul, the surf is better than ever and the wakes are wicked. 

Featuring the new intelligent Switchback Ballast Tank and optional FastFill Pumps—the X24 truly makes better 

waves than anything else in the industry. It serves up cleaner, longer, sharper and bigger waves than any towboat 

ever before—and it’s customizable for all skill levels. Grab 17 of your best friends, load it up and get stoked to roll 

out endless legendary surf on your way to a legendary summer.



1. PICKLE FORK BOW
The open pickle fork bow on the X24 means it serves up 

seating to spare up front. Plus more of the cupholders you 

need to stay hydrated and hyped.

2. INTELLIGENT LAYOUT
The X24’s lounge is spacious and intelligently laid out to 

maximize seating, comfort and style. Let the guest list  

run long.

3. UNDERSEAT STORAGE
The X24 features generous helpings of fully carpeted 

underseat storage throughout the boat. Keep all of your  

gear safe, dry and out of the way.

4. CUSTOMIZABLE SEATING
Face forward and see what’s ahead or take in the action out 

back. With directionally customizable seating throughout the 

lounge in the X24, the choice is yours.

DETAIL ORIENTED
Details matter and it shows across every inch of the X24. From stem to 

stern, everything is considered and reconsidered. It’s premium throughout 

to make your day on the water transcendent.
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Length  26’ 0” / 7.92 M   

Width Amidship  102” / 2.59 M   

Interior Width  86” / 2.18 M   

Boat Weight  6700 Lbs / 3039 Kg   

Fuel Capacity  94 Gal / 356 L    

Seating  18 People   

Weight Capacity  Yacht Certified

Draft  29” / .74 M   

Storage  109 Ft3 / 3.09 M3   

Hull  Vector Drive

Exterior Color  Canadian Blue Flake, Midnite Black

Interior Color  Jet Black, Corsair Blue

LARGE ON LUXURY, 
ALL-DAY CRUISING

X26
ALL DAY, EVERY DAY
Craftsmanship like this has never been present in a towboat, hands down. With high-luxury materials and highly 

thoughtful design details, the impressively imposing X26 is premium at every inch of fit and finish. At 26 feet long, 

there’s room to bring everyone and with available extras like a head and a refrigerator, there’s no reason not to stay 

on the water all day long.
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Every model in the Star Series is a legendary, pinnacle sport performance machine through 

and through. Designed from the hull up to deliver one thing: world-class pulling around a specific 

sport without sacrificing luxury or comfort. This is pro-designed pure pulling perfection.

STAR SERIES
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Length  23’ 0” / 7.01 M   

Width Amidship  102” / 2.59 M   

Interior Width  87” / 2.21 M   

Boat Weight  5800 Lbs / 2631 Kg   

Fuel Capacity  76 Gal / 288 L    

Seating  16 People   

Weight Capacity  2400 Lbs / 1089 Kg   

Draft  32” / .81 M   

Storage  122 Ft3 / 3.46 M3   

Hull  Vector Drive

Exterior Color  White

Interior Color  Viper Red, Titanium

PRO-LEVEL WAKES
AND SURF WAVES

XSTAR
BEAUTY. BEAST.
Introducing the new icon. Completely redesigned and rebuilt, wakeboarding’s original high-performance boat 

brings it to 2019. And by “it” we mean a radical new hull design and the Switchback Ballast Tank for unparalleled 

wakes—with FastFill Pumps to get them rolling in under three minutes—plus a new custom rudder for next-level-

nimble handling. Add to that an intelligently designed, comfortable interior that includes dual screen control,  

a superior Klipsch sound system and even more storage for all-day sessions with everyone. 
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Length  20’ 0” / 6.10 M   

Width Amidship  96” / 2.44 M   

Interior Width  87.25” / 2.22 M   

Boat Weight  3300 Lbs / 1497 Kg   

Fuel Capacity  26 Gal / 98 L    

Seating  7 People   

Weight Capacity  1341 Lbs / 608 Kg   

Draft  22” / .56 M   

Storage  44 Ft3 / 1.25 M3   

Hull  Direct Drive

Exterior Color  Viper Red, White

Interior Color  White

THE ULTIMATE  
SKI MACHINE

PROSTAR
PURE PERFORMANCE
Meet the highest-performing inboard waterski boat ever created. A feat of engineering and science, the ProStar 

continues to have world, national and course records set behind it over and over again. It’s innovative. It’s intuitive. 

It’s the ultimate ski-pulling machine. Designed with crucial input from our professional athletes, this boat continues 

to revolutionize the way we all ski. 
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The XT Series of boats live right in the sweet spot. All of the sizes, all of the sports, all of the  

awesome and nothing you don’t need. More than entry level but not designed to overwhelm you 

with extras either—dial in the perfect XT for you and your family and get after it all summer long.

XT SERIES
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Length  20’ 0” / 6.1 M   

Width Amidship  98” / 2.49 M   

Interior Width  81.5” / 2.1 M   

Boat Weight  4500 Lbs / 2041 Kg   

Fuel Capacity  45 Gal / 170 L    

Seating  11 People   

Weight Capacity  1600 Lbs / 726 Kg   

Draft  29” / .74 M   

Storage  70 Ft3 / 1.90 M3   

Hull  Vector Drive

Exterior Color  Volt Yellow, Midnite Black

Interior Color  Volt Yellow, Jet Black

COMPACT CROSSOVER,  
AWESOME-AT-EVERYTHING

XT20
POWERFULLY COMPACT
Get ready to unlock more than you thought possible at 20 feet. Highly driveable and conveniently garageable, the 

XT20 is primed for summertime fun. Pack the spacious lounge and pickle fork bow with pals and get ready to blast 

wakes, roll waves and pull planks. 1700 pounds of all hard tank ballast goes great with our Gen 2 Surf System, 

the next generation of Ilmor engines and legendary MasterCraft quality. The XT20 is the awesome-at-everything 

compact crossover that never says no to whatever you tow.
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Length  21’ 4” / 6.5 M   

Width Amidship  98” / 2.48 M   

Interior Width  81.5” / 2.0 M   

Boat Weight  4800 Lbs / 2177 Kg   

Fuel Capacity  51 Gal / 193 L    

Seating  14 People   

Weight Capacity  2000 Lbs / 907 Kg   

Draft  29” / .73 M   

Storage  87 Ft3 / 2.46 M3   

Hull  Vector Drive

Exterior Color  Silver Flake, Navy Blue

Interior Color  Flint, Navy Blue, Viper Red

NEW ERA OF 
CROSSOVER LEGACY

XT21
FIRE UP EVERYTHING
When the way you play is every way—surf, wake and ski—get into an XT21 and fire up every tow sport all day and all 

summer. Classic styling and a midsize length right in the sweet spot meet cutting-edge performance across every 

sport. There’s room for 14 to wakeboard, surf, ski and cruise all day, all summer. Have it all in the XT21.
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Length  22’ 4” / 6.8 M   

Width Amidship  102” / 2.59 M   

Interior Width  86” / 2.18 M   

Boat Weight  4900 Lbs / 2223 Kg   

Fuel Capacity  65 Gal / 246 L    

Seating  16 People   

Weight Capacity  2400 Lbs / 1089 Kg   

Draft  29” / .74 M   

Storage  106 Ft3 / 3 M3   

Hull  Vector Drive

Exterior Color  Calypso Green Flake, Glacier White

Interior Color  Oyster Beige, Calypso Green

MID-SIZED CROSSOVER,  
CRUSHES ACROSS EVERY SPORT

XT22
GOOD AT GREAT TIMES
Summer means great times on the water with the ones you love—and the XT22 is here to help you make every 

summer an all-time summer. With crossover capabilities serving up endless possibilities you can wakeboard, ski 

and surf on waves made with Gen 2 Surf System and a very healthy 2700 pounds of ballast. At 22 feet, there’s 

plenty of room to bring the whole family and all of their gear, so get into an XT22 and get ready to make the 

legendary family memories that last forever. 
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Length  23’ 4” / 7.11 M   

Width Amidship  102” / 2.59 M   

Interior Width  86” / 2.18 M   

Boat Weight  5000 Lbs / 2268 Kg   

Fuel Capacity  55 Gal / 208 L    

Seating  16 People   

Weight Capacity  2265 Lbs / 1027 Kg   

Draft  30” / .76 M   

Storage  112 Ft3 / 3.18 M3   

Hull  Vector Drive

Exterior Color  Gunmetal Flake, Glacier White

Interior Color  Beach Tan

CATEGORY CRUSHER,  
MULTI-SPORT CROSSOVER

XT23
KNOW NO LIMITS
The XT23 is built to bring stoke everywhere it goes, whatever it tows. A classic traditional bow meets  

progressive style lines—ready to fill with friends, wakeboards, surfboards, skis and whatever else you please.  

Make waves with Gen 2 Surf System and a substantial 2600 pounds of ballast, then pull it all using the next 

generation of Ilmor engines. Always standard with industry-leading quality and warranty for peace of mind.  

Load up your loved ones and lock in the good times; the XT23 takes summer to the next level.
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Length  25’ 3” / 7.70 M   

Width Amidship  102” / 2.59 M   

Interior Width  86.5” / 2.20 M   

Boat Weight  5200 Lbs / 2359 Kg   

Fuel Capacity  92 Gal / 348 L    

Seating  18 People   

Weight Capacity  2500 Lbs  / 1134 Kg   

Draft  30” / .76 M   

Storage  120 Ft3 / 3.40 M3   

Hull  Vector Drive

Exterior Color  Midnite Black, Friction Orange Flake

Interior Color  CoolFeel Cloud Gray, Friction Orange

HUGE WAKE AND SURF,
SPACE TO SPARE

XT25
LIFE OF THE PARTY
When the party is big and the guest list is long, you need a boat equipped to set it off. Meet the 25 foot long, huge 

and hugely driveable XT25. Start the day rolling out massive waves for wakeboarding and surfing. Keep it glassy  

with some ski runs. And then when the sun gets low, the party gets going. The XT25 is big—but the party is bigger.  

It’s exactly what you need to serve up summer right this year.
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The NXT Series is for those who want to have the best time possible, all summer long—but don’t 

have unlimited resources to drop on every single extra. It starts at an attainable price and comes 

standard with the performance and quality MasterCraft is known for. There’s an NXT for everybody 

at a price that won’t sink your wallet.

NXT SERIES
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Length  20’ 0” / 6.10 M   

Width Amidship  91” / 2.31 M   

Interior Width  81.5” / 2.07 M   

Boat Weight  3950 Lbs / 1792 Kg   

Fuel Capacity  47 Gal / 178 L    

Seating  11 People   

Weight Capacity  1804 Lbs / 818 Kg   

Draft  27” / .69 M   

Storage  80 Ft3 / 2.27 M3   

Hull  Vector Drive

Exterior Color  Lime Green, Silver Flake

Interior Color  Platinum, Lime Green

AFFORDABLE WAKEBOARD,  
SURF AND SKI

NXT20
AWESOMENESS ON BOARD
Serving up just as much attainability as it does awesomeness, the NXT20 is equal parts fun and affordable. At 20 

feet, its sharp looks go with sharp turns and a garage-friendly size. Hop in and get ready for summer days packed 

with wakeboarding, surfing and skiing.
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Length  22’ 0” / 6.71 M   

Width Amidship  98” / 2.49 M   

Interior Width  87.25” / 2.22 M   

Boat Weight  4200 Lbs / 1905 Kg   

Fuel Capacity  49 Gal / 185 L    

Seating  14 People   

Weight Capacity  2312 Lbs / 1049 Kg   

Draft  28” / .71 M   

Storage  88 Ft3 / 2.49 M3   

Hull  Vector Drive

Exterior Color  Kahuna Blue, White

Interior Color  White, Kahuna Blue

MORE WAKE, SURF AND SKI
AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE

NXT22
TURN SUMMER UP
Bigger, badder and built to be attainable, the NXT22 is where performance, comfort and style meet in a package 

that won’t beach your bank balance. At 22 feet and highly driveable, it’s got room for more friends and family to 

wakeboard, ski and surf. Get in and get after it this summer. 
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BETTER BOATING
BETTER LIVING
THIS IS WHAT WE LIVE FOR
Summer. The best people. The best memories. We know that life is best spent on the water  

with those who matter most. Which is why we push to give you more. It’s in the engines, the  

interior and hull design and every innovation that makes owning our boats so effortless. We  

push the limits and sweat the details so that all you have to think about is fun. Now get out  

on the water and have some.
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BETTER MEANS
CUSTOMIZABLE
THE WAVES YOU WANT, THE WAY YOU WANT THEM
Our Gen 2 Surf System not only serves up the best surf, but also the most customizable wave. Effortlessly 

tune it from easy to epic so everyone surfing has maximum fun. From beginners to advanced riders, our surf 

system has an endless wave for everyone. Go from mellow to steep and port to starboard—all controlled 

with one finger right from the dashboard. This is next-level surfing for first timers, old timers, big timers, 

moms, dads, kids and adults of every shape, size and absolutely all skill levels. 

You may see the competition offering a stern drive with a device slapped on it and a surf boat label. Don’t be 

fooled—it takes much more than that to deliver the surf experience you’re looking for. Endless customization 

for your endless wave can only happen because Gen 2 isn’t a single device—it’s a comprehensive system. 

Custom designed for every hull we make, it consists of the ballast system to easily give you the displacement 

you need, two wake-shaping devices that work with that specific hull shape to create the surf wave itself 

and the software that brings everything together seamlessly. MasterCraft is the only brand to offer a truly 

custom system for each boat we make—the hull, shaping devices and software are created specifically for 

each model. And we’re not the only ones to notice: Gen 2 is the only surf system to win an NMMA Innovation 

Award. That’s right, heavy hitting and award winning. 

Have your eye on the NXT Series? We’ve got all your wave-slashing, wake-crushing needs covered.  

The customizable NXT Surf System serves up awesome waves for every level at an accessible price. 
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BETTER MEANS 
MORE INTELLIGENT
BALLAST BEYOND BELIEF
It’s easy to forget that wake surfing as we know it is still pretty new. If this were football, we’d all be 

wearing leather helmets with no forward pass. Our engineering team believed that the wave could still  

be drastically improved. But while every towboat manufacturer is in an arms race to make the biggest 

wave, we took a step back and looked at other ways to improve the wave—a holistic way to rip. 

Enter the new Switchback Ballast Tank. Now on the X22, the X24 and the XStar. 

Start with a U-shaped tank that spans the hull’s width. The FastFill Ballast System’s pumps bring in water 

at 30 gallons per minute—300% faster than competitor’s pumps. Once the water is locked and loaded 

and the tank is 75% full, the software intelligently moves it side to side to exactly wherever you need the 

weight and displacement. This creates a more efficient, more flexible, all-around better wave. 

What you end up with is more of everything you want for every skill level. Roll out waves that are cleaner, 

longer and steeper with more push, more control and the most rideable area in the industry. And in the end, 

even though we focused on every other part of the wave, the byproduct of adding that much displacement 

to the boat was that we still ended up with a wave that’s bigger on top of everything else. Quite simply, the 

towboat industry has never seen a surf wave like this before. 
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BETTER MEANS 
QUICKER
LESS WAIT FOR MORE WEIGHT
As wakeboarding and wake surfing have progressed, so too have ballast weights in towboats. That’s 

great because more weight means more wave—but unfortunately more weight also usually means more 

wait. We’re changing that in a big way with our FastFill Pumps. Available in the X and XT Series—and 

nowhere to be found elsewhere in the industry—FastFill Pumps bring in 30 gallons of water per minute 

which is 300% faster than competitor’s pumps. The time and energy savings add up quickly. Upgrade to 

FastFill for less downtime idling while your tanks fill and more good times rolling out the goods.

CHECK OUT THE DIFFERENCES:

XT20

XT21

XT22

XT23

XT25

X22

X24

X26

XSTAR

5 10 15

FILL TIME IN MINUTES

1 6 112 7 123 8 134 9 14

MASTERCRAFT FASTFILL BALLAST PUMPS

MASTERCRAFT STANDARD BALLAST PUMPS

FastFill Pumps are standard equipment on XStar.
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BETTER MEANS
CONTROL
ON PLANE AND ON POINT WITH AUTOLAUNCH
Our engineers work hard to make optimal performance easy for every driver in every situation— 

and AutoLaunch is another perfect example of that. A clutch feature on all boats equipped with Gen 2 Surf 

Systems, AutoLaunch serves up two modes that get you on plane smoother and faster, without sacrificing 

visibility or fuel efficiency. 

When the system is turned to AutoLaunch Single, the center plate deploys at a preset speed, pushing your 

boat onto plane quicker and more efficiently and also reducing bow rise. Turned to AutoLaunch Triple, the 

system deploys both the center and surf plates—getting you easily on plane even when your boat’s loaded 

with ballast and all your buds.

AutoLaunch is safer and easier for every driver—and as the first launch system in the industry, it earned the 

NMMA Award for Innovation.
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BETTER MEANS
BACKWARD
REVOLUTIONIZING REVERSE WITH DOCKSTAR
Winner of a 2017 NMMA Innovation Award, DockStar Handling System gives drivers of any ability 

a boost of confidence by making tight spots like docks and marinas easier to navigate. This is not  

tech for tech’s sake. And as the most award-winning and most affordable handling system available in 

the industry, this is practical convenience and capability built to make your day on the water better—

every time out. 

DockStar’s breakthrough design delivers the ultimate control with a system of additional rudders that 

deflect prop wash beneath the boat. The result is precise steering while reversing—in both port and 

starboard directions. Drivers familiar with the handling of a sterndrive or outboard boat will marvel that 

an inboard is this capable and easy. Plus, towsports including surfing, wakeboarding and skiing aren’t 

affected by these rudders. Make your steering easier and focus on the fun. 
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BETTER MEANS
PULLING POWER
THE INDUSTRY’S BEST TUNED UP AND TURNED UP
Ilmor makes the marine industry’s leading engines—and they’re exclusive to MasterCraft. The only way to stay in the lead is to constantly 

push things forward, and year after year Ilmor engines are pulling even further ahead of the competition. This generation of Ilmor power plant 

is redesigned and rethought from the block up to give you more of everything that matters. More efficiency, more reliability, more power, more 

precision, more responsiveness and more fun. Plus they use less fuel and have a simpler, smarter design. It’s a block party. Get in on the action.

MORE WARRANTY
As of this model year, Ilmor engines are now warrantied for seven 

years—the longest, most comprehensive engine warranty in the 

towboat industry. Fire it up and fire it off with more peace of mind 

than ever before.

MORE POWER
The 5500 GDI gives you more power per liter displaced and the 

6000 GDI brings more torque to the table. We’ll bring the heat, you 

open the throttle and let it rip.

MORE RELIABILITY
The GDI design uses a 100% closed cooling technology, which 

means the engine is more protected with fewer corrosion points, 

under less stress and has a longer life. There are even fewer hoses 

and clamps and an easy-to-access solid state fuse block that is 

completely resettable from the dash—all designed to keep you on 

the water and out of the shop.

MORE RESPONSIVENESS
Direct injection also means these engines are more responsive to 

your throttle. Combined with a smooth shifting ZF transmission and 

more sophisticated calibration for a punchier mid throttle—it’s a 

hugely improved ride.

MORE EFFICIENCY
Alongside wider-band oxygen sensors that optimize air-fuel ratio 

and fuel efficiency, this generation of gasoline direct injection 

Ilmor engines are the only 5-star emissions rated gasoline marine 

engines in the world. It’s better for the air, better for anyone behind 

the boat and it’s better for your wallet.

MORE PRECISION
The direct fuel injection in the engines maximizes fuel use and 

creates more power at each size. It’s smart engineering serving 

up precise fuel to the engine for maximum power and virtually no 

waste. Direct injection, double bonus: power and progression.
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BETTER MEANS
INTUITIVE
DISPLAYS THAT AMAZE 
Rethought and redesigned for 2019, the best boats on the water deliver the best in-dash display experience. 

Function meets aesthetics and every screen size shines with our highly optimized modes designed to be 

easier, faster and smarter for all the ways you captain your boat.

We wanted our software to be as high-quality as our hulls so we called in the experts. In fact, MasterCraft 

is the only boat brand to bring in user interface experts to consult on software design. And not just one, we 

brought in two world-renowned interface design firms to help us sharpen our software: BMW Designworks 

and QNX.

The result: in our X and XT Series, choose from three simple-to-use screens for limitless driving flexibility. 

Across the 4.3” Dash Display, the 7” Dash Display and the Dual Screen Dash Display, your control and ease 

of use over all of the boat’s systems are unparalleled. Fine tune every detail exactly the way you would like 

or sit back and rely on our intelligent mode presets—each created and perfected from years of onboard 

user feedback to serve up what you need when you need it, whether you’re cruising, chilling or towing. 

At every option, these are bolder screens for better boating. 
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MORE CLARITY
Like a high-end home theater setup, this system delivers clean, 

clear sound at any level. Want to play it loud? The amp uses  

less power in serving up more volume and provides significantly 

less distortion even when the levels are peaking.

MORE FUNCTION
These speakers were made from the start to be on a boat—from 

controlled directivity to completely watertight enclosures that 

protect them from the elements.

MORE QUALITY
The amplification is world class too thanks to Bongiovi. Instead 

of a one-size-fits-all solution, its patented Digital Power System 

is custom to each boat and automatically adjusts in real time to 

your playlist. You get concert-level sound no matter what tunes 

you’re ripping it up to.

MORE RANGE
No matter how loud you’re playing it, the new sound system is 

tuned for a rich, accurate sound across a broad frequency.

BETTER MEANS
TUNED UP
CRUSHING SOUND QUALITY WITH KLIPSCH
Superior sound comes standard thanks to premium, custom-engineered Klipsch speakers made specifically for 

on-water action. Klipsch has been building world-class, high-end audio equipment since 1946, and for the first time 

ever they’re bringing their expertise to the water—exclusively on MasterCraft. 
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BETTER MEANS
COMFORTABLE
SUPERIOR SEATING WITH COOLFEEL
We can and do pack our boats full of maximum fun but at the end of the day—and at the beginning and 

throughout—you’re still sitting for most of the time when you’re onboard. It’s why we build our seats  

to be more comfortable, more ergonomic and more durable than the competition’s. And a key aspect of 

superior seating is CoolFeel.

Our CoolFeel vinyl stays cool to the touch even after hours of exposure to direct sunlight. First, the 

vinyl is constructed using a highly reflective pigmentation integrated directly into the material. Second,  

it’s finished with a topcoat for further light reflection. The result is that up to 30% of near-infrared light is 

bounced off the seats—instead of being absorbed. You end up with a significantly cooler seating surface 

and a longer lasting seat that doesn’t break down due to sun damage over time.



LEGACY. POWER. PRECISION. PROGRESSION.

BETTER MEANS
BUILT RIGHT
NO WORRIES WARRANTY
We introduced MasterCare starting with 2014 model year product. Fully factory backed, fully 

comprehensive and fully covered for five years—the industry had never seen anything like it. We 

were the first to really stand behind the quality of our boats and our workmanship.

Since then, the competition has fired up their copy machines and gotten in line behind us. We 

think that’s great, and we appreciate any opportunity for boat buyers to have more peace of 

mind. But we are not standing still. While everyone else struggles to catch up to our warranty, 

we’ve doubled down on quality—and that is getting noticed.

Every MasterCraft off the line still comes with the best warranty on the water—and the more 

time that goes by, the less it’s used. As we’ve improved the manufacturing capabilities at our 

factory, our quality has continued to go up and our warranty calls have gone down. That quality 

is not subjective either.

We can say we build a better boat and you’re less likely to need our warranty, but you don’t need 

to take our word for it. Beyond fewer calls, we’re the only boat manufacturer with three ISO 

certifications. That means our factory meets world-class standards for, among other things, 

quality. After being a finalist in 2014, we were recognized as one of IndustryWeek’s Best Plants 

in North America for 2015. Like we said, people are taking notice. 
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